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Abstract. General action languages, like e.g. the Situation Calculus,
use full classical logic to represent knowledge of actions and their eﬀects
in dynamic domains. Description Logics, on the other hand, have been
developed to represent static knowledge with the help of decidable subsets of ﬁrst order logic. In this paper, we show how to use Description
Logic as the basis for a decidable yet still expressive action formalism. To
this end, we use ABoxes as decidable state descriptions in the basic Fluent Calculus. As a second contribution, we thus obtain an independent
semantics – based on a general action formalism – for a recent method
for ABox-Update.

1

Introduction

General action languages like the Situation Calculus [1] or the Fluent Calculus [2]
are highly expressive formalisms for representing knowledge of actions and effects in dynamic domains. In this way, they provide the formal foundations for
programming languages and systems for the design of logically reasoning agents
who can execute high-level strategies and solve planning problems [3]. However,
the use of full classical logic as the basis for these calculi implies, in general, undecidability even of static questions such as whether the current state knowledge
entails that a speciﬁc action is executable. The existing solutions to this problem
often restrict the action calculi to being essentially propositional and/or employing the closed-world assumption. Description Logics, on the other hand, provide
expressive but decidable languages for the representation of static knowledge. In
particular, they are of far greater expressivity than propositional logic. Eﬃcient
decision procedures have been developed and implemented for a variety of such
logics [4].
In this paper, we show how to integrate Description Logics into a general
action formalism. Our motivation is two-fold: On the one hand, the integration allows to restrict the expressiveness of general reasoning about actions to
expressive yet decidable fragments of ﬁrst order logic. This also provides the formal foundations for integrating decision procedures for Description Logics into
action programming languages and systems, which will allow agents to resort
to these algorithms whenever they have to verify conditions against their state
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knowledge. On the other hand, the integration of Description Logics into an action language provides a semantics for a recent deﬁnition of ABox-Update [5],
which is thus embedded into a general formalism for reasoning about actions
and change.
The speciﬁc contributions of this paper are the following:
1. We show how ABoxes can be used as expressive, decidable state descriptions
in the basic Fluent Calculus.
2. We provide semantics for ABox-Update by capturing them with Fluent Calculus state update axioms.
3. We lay the theoretical foundations for a practical action programming language built on top of Description Logic reasoners.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the basics
of the Fluent Calculus and give a brief introduction to Description Logics. In
Section 3, we show how ABoxes can be used as state descriptions in the Fluent
Calculus, and we prove that state update axioms provide a correct characterization of ABox-Update. Furthermore, we show how to integrate simple TBox
reasoning and discuss some of the problems that arise in the general case. After
a discussion of related work, we conclude with a summary and outlook.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the general action formalism Fluent Calculus; we
assume familiarity with the classical Situation Calculus. We then recall the very
essentials of Description Logics.
2.1

Fluent Calculus

The Fluent Calculus is a general action formalism: it enables the axiomatization
of dynamic domains, i.e. of initial knowledge about the world, action preconditions and action eﬀects. As running example of a dynamic domain we will
use the following simplistic online-store scenario; we will give a Fluent Calculus
axiomatization of this scenario at the end of this section.
Example 1. Initially, all that is known is that customer John has ordered the
item NiceBook. An order cancellation can be processed only if the order is known.
If the order already has been paid for, the customer is entitled to a refund.
We refer to the mutable properties of a dynamic domain as the ﬂuents. In
the Situation Calculus ﬂuents are modelled as ﬁrst order atoms, extended by
an additional argument for a point in time, e.g. Ordered(John, NiceBook, S0 ).
The Fluent Calculus extends the Situation Calculus with an explicit notion
of a state associated with a situation, denoted State(S0 ). Intuitively, a state
may be identiﬁed with the set of all the ﬂuents that hold at any one time. To
this end reiﬁcation is employed: both ﬂuents and states are modelled as terms;
cf. Holds(Ordered(John, NiceBook), State(S0 )). This allows to apply ﬁrst-order
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quantiﬁcation to ﬂuents and states, which in turn is helpful for devising a solution to the famous Frame Problem. In the following we give a compact, formal
introduction to the technical basics of Fluent Calculus and the axiom schemes
employed to encode dynamic domains.
Basics of Fluent Calculus. Fluent Calculus is based on many-sorted classical
logic with equality. The standard sorts are object, action, situation, fluent
and state, with fluent a sub-sort of state.1 A term of sort fluent is a ﬂuent
– analogously we speak of states, situations, actions and objects. Situations are
sequences of actions rooted in an initial situation S0 – e.g. Do(Order(NiceBook),
S0 ). Just as in the classical Situation Calculus, they provide a branching time
structure for Fluent Calculus. At the heart of Fluent Calculus is an axiomatization of states representing combinations of ﬂuents.
Definition 1 (basic signature). The signature of Fluent Calculus contains:
– A countable inﬁnity of function symbols into sort object and fluent – but
only a ﬁnite number thereof into sort action.2
– Two symbols for functions into sort situation:
• S0 : situation — the initial situation.
• Do : action × situation → situation — mapping a situation to its
successor, as the result of executing an action.
– Three symbols for functions into states:
• ∅ : state — the empty state.
• ◦ : state × state → state — for conjoining ﬂuents into states and
states into bigger states.
• State : situation → state — denoting the state of a situation.
– A binary predicate symbol Poss : action × situation — relating action
preconditions to situations.
To gain an intuition for the role played by ◦, compare Situation Calculus’
Ordered(John, NiceBook, S0 ) ∧ Ordered(Mary, EvenNicerBook, S0 )
with Fluent Calculus’
(∃z)State(S0 ) = Ordered(John, NiceBook) ◦ Ordered(Mary, EvenNicerBook) ◦ z.
Definition 2 (holds macro). A ﬂuent f is said to hold in a state z if the
latter is composed of f and some other state z  via ◦; a ﬂuent holds in a situation
if it holds in the state of the situation:
def

Holds(f, z) = (∃z  )z = f ◦ z  and
def

Holds(f, s) = Holds(f, State(s)).
1
2

By convention, variables x,a,s,f and z are used for objects, actions, situations, ﬂuents
and states, respectively.
Each with arguments of sort object only.
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The foundational axioms Σstate of the Fluent Calculus govern the behavior
of states.
Definition 3 (foundational axioms).

3

(z1 ◦ z2 ) ◦ z3 = z1 ◦ (z2 ◦ z3 )

( Associativity )

z1 ◦ z2 = z2 ◦ z1
¬Holds(f, ∅)

( Commutativity )
( Empty state )

Holds(f1 , f2 ) ⊃ f1 = f2
Holds(f, z1 ◦ z2 ) ⊃ (Holds(f, z1 ) ∨ Holds(f, z2 ))

( Irreducibility )
( Decomposition )

(∀f )(Holds(f, z1 ) ≡ Holds(f, z2 )) ⊃ z1 = z2
(∀P )(∃z)(∀f )(Holds(f, z) ≡ P (f ))

( State equality )
( State existence )

where P is a unary predicate variable of sort fluent.
The last axiom ensures the existence of a state for every combination of ﬂuents.
For a detailed introduction to this and the other axioms the interested reader is
referred to [6].
Definition 4 (finite state). A ﬁnite state ϑ is a term f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn such that
each fi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a ﬂuent. If n = 0, then ϑ = ∅.
Definition 5 (fluent addition/subtraction). The following macros provide
an intuitive notation for describing relations between diﬀerent states:
def

– z1 + f = z1 ◦ f
def
– z1 − f = z2 = (z2 = z1 ∨ z2 ◦ f = z1 ) ∧ ¬Holds(f, z2 )
These deﬁnitions are recursively extended to addition and subtraction of ﬁnite
states ϑ+ and ϑ− : these will consist of the positive and negative eﬀects of actions.
We next introduce formulas capable of expressing which (ﬂuent or non-ﬂuent)
properties hold in a state and in a situation, respectively.
Definition 6 (state/situation formula). A state formula Δ(z) is a ﬁrst order formula with free state variable z and without any occurrences of states other
than in expressions of the form Holds(f, z), and without actions or situations.
Replacing every occurrence of z by State(s) in a state formula Δ(z), we obtain
a situation formula Δ(s).
Definition 7 (unique name axioms). Every Fluent Calculus instance includes a set Σuna of unique-name axioms that contains a formula of the form
fi (x) = fj (y)
3

Variables not within the scope of any quantiﬁer are to be read as universally quantiﬁed throughout this paper unless otherwise stated.
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for each pair of distinct function symbols of sort fluent as well as for each pair
of distinct function symbols of sort action and a formula of the form
(fi (x) = fi (y) ⊃ x = y),
for each function symbol of sort fluent or action.
Domain Specifications. In order to specify a dynamic domain we need to
axiomatize knowledge about the initial state, action preconditions and the eﬀects
resulting from action execution. Formally, a domain is speciﬁed as a set of axioms
Σ = Σstate ∪ Σuna ∪ Σinit ∪ Σposs ∪ Σsua , where :
– Σinit = {(∃z)State(S0 ) = z ∧ Δ(z)}, with Δ(z) a state formula,
– Σposs is a set of precondition axioms, one for each action, and
– Σsua is a set of state update axioms, one for each action.
Definition 8 (precondition axiom). A precondition axiom for action A(x)
is a formula Poss(A(x), s) ≡ Δ(s), where Δ(s) is a situation formula with free
variables among x and s.
Definition 9 (state update axiom). A state update axiom is a formula of
the form
P oss(A(x), s) ⊃
+
(∃y 1 )(Δ1 (s) ∧ State(Do(A(x), s) = State(s) − ϑ−
1 + ϑ1 )
∨ ...∨
+
(∃y n )(Δn (s) ∧ State(Do(A(x), s) = State(s) − ϑ−
n + ϑn ).
+
The ﬁnite states ϑ−
i and ϑi with free variables among x, y i are the negative and
positive eﬀects of A(x) under condition Δ(s). Δ(s) itself is a situation formula
with free variables among x, y i and s.

Example 1. (continued) The online-store scenario from example 1 is axiomatized in Fluent Calculus as follows, illustrating each type of axiom:
(∃z)State(S0 ) = z ∧ Holds(Ordered(John, NiceBook), z),
Poss(CancelOrder(customer, item), s) ≡ Holds(Ordered(customer, item), s),
Poss(CancelOrder(customer, item), s) ⊃
(Holds(Paid(item), s) ∧ State(Do(CancelOrder(customer, item), s)) =
State(s) − Ordered(customer, item) + Refund(customer, item))
∨
(¬Holds(Paid(item), s) ∧ State(Do(CancelOrder(customer, item), s)) =
State(s) − Ordered(customer, item)).
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Syntax
Semantics
¬C
DI \ C I
C D
C I ∩ DI
C D
C I ∪ DI
∃R.C { x | ∃y(x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I }
∀R.C { x | ∀y(x, y) ∈ RI ⊃ y ∈ C I }

Fig. 1. Syntax and semantics of ALC

This axiomatization entails
¬Holds(Ordered(John, NiceBook), Do(CancelOrder(John, NiceBook), S0 ))
and
Holds(Paid(NiceBook), Do(CancelOrder(John, NiceBook), S0 ) ⊃
Holds(Refund(John, NiceBook), Do(CancelOrder(John, NiceBook), S0 )).
2.2

Description Logics

In this section, we recall those facts about Description Logics (DLs) that are
essential to the ensuing discussion. A gentle introduction can be found in [4].
Description Logics are a family of Knowledge Representation formalisms; typically, they are decidable fragments of classical ﬁrst order logic. In the following
we employ the term Description Logic solely for such fragments.
A particular DL is based on a set of concept names NC (unary predicates),
a set of role names NR (binary predicates), a set of individual names NI (constants), and a number of constructors for inductively deﬁning complex concepts
and roles.
The semantics of Description Logics is deﬁned via interpretations I = (DI , ·I ).
The domain DI is a non-empty set of individuals. The interpretation function ·I
maps each concept name C ∈ NC to a subset C I of DI , each role name R ∈ NR
to a binary relation RI on DI , and each individual name I ∈ NI to an individual
I I ∈ DI . The semantics is extended inductively to complex concepts and roles.
Figure 1 introduces the syntax and semantics of the core DL ALC.
Definition 10 (ABox). An assertional box (ABox) is a ﬁnite, non-empty set
of concept assertions C(I) and role assertions R(I1 , I2 ) and ¬R(I1 , I2 ), where C
and R may be complex concepts and roles, respectively.
For example, {Outbound  Delivered(Package)} is an ABox expressing uncertainty over the whereabouts of a particular package.
A number of highly-optimized tableau-based reasoners for eﬀectively deciding
even very expressive DLs are available [7,8,9].
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3

Integration

We will now lay the theoretical foundations for an integration of Description Logics into Fluent Calculus. We will ﬁrst show how the latter can use DL ABoxes
as structured and decidable world descriptions. We then turn our attention to a
recently proposed method for ABox-Update: After recalling the essential deﬁnitions we establish a Fluent Calculus semantics for these updates, thus relating
them to standard AI action calculi. Furthermore, these ﬁndings will enable us
to identify fragments of Fluent Calculus where questions of action applicability
and eﬀects resulting from action execution can eﬀectively be computed.
3.1

ABoxes and State Formulas

We now establish a connection between Description Logic ABoxes and Fluent
Calculus state formulas. This connection will be a consequence of a more general
result on the relation between ﬁrst order sentences and state formulas.
Consider an arbitrary countable ﬁrst order language L.4 We can then deﬁne
a Fluent Calculus instance that contains exactly one function symbol Fi of sort
fluent for every predicate symbol Pi ∈ L (except equality). Moreover, its terms
t of sort object are precisely the terms of L.
Definition 11. The mapping τz takes ﬁrst order sentences in L to state formulas Δ(z):
τz (Pi (t)) =
τz (t1 = t2 ) =

Holds(Fi (t), z)
(t1 = t2 )

τz (ϕ ∧ ψ) =
τz (¬ϕ) =

τz (ϕ) ∧ τz (ψ)
¬τz (ϕ)

τz (∃xϕ) =

∃xτz (ϕ).

Theorem 1 (first order sentences and state formulas). A ﬁrst order
sentence ϕ in a countable language L has a model iﬀ {τz (ϕ)} ∪ Σstate has a
model.
Proof. (⇒)
First, observe that we can restrict our attention to certain models of ϕ, namely
the term models obtained via the standard Henkin construction [10]. The domain
D of these models consists of equivalence classes on all the terms of L. Let
M1 = (DM1 , ·M1 )  ϕ be such a model. Let F be the set of all ﬂuents built from
terms occurring in an equivalence class in DM1 .
Then M2 = (Dobject , Dfluent, Dstate , ·M2 )  {τz (ϕ)} ∪ Σstate where
– Dobject = DM1 ,
– Dfluent = {{f } | f ∈ F},
– Dstate = P(F), the power set of F,
4

In the following we assume without loss of generality that L contains equality.
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tM2 = tM1 for objects t,
F (t)M2 = {F (tM2 } for each ﬂuent F (t),
∅M2 = {},
(z1 ◦ z2 )M2 = (z1 )M2 ∪ (z2 )M2 , and
z M2 = { Fi (tM2 ) | M1  Pi (t)}.

Interpreting ∅ as empty-set, ◦ as set-union and states as sets of ﬂuents is a
model of the foundational axioms Σstate of Fluent Calculus [6]. The proof is
completed by structural induction on ϕ.
(⇐) In this case simply let M3 = (Dobject, Dfluent , Dstate , ·M3 )  {τz (ϕ)}∪Σstate .
Then M4 = (Dobject , ·M4 )  φ where
– tM4 = tM3 for terms t of sort object and
– PiM4 = {(tM4 ) | M3  Holds(Fi (t), z)}.
This proof, too, is completed by structural induction on ϕ.




This result justiﬁes an intuitive identiﬁcation of state formulas with the more
familiar ﬁrst order sentences. Moreover, it enables us to transfer known decidability or complexity results for fragments of ﬁrst order logic to instances of the
Fluent Calculus, where state formulas are restricted accordingly. In particular
this applies to Description Logic ABoxes. Using ABoxes as state formulas, in an
actual implementation we can resort to DL reasoners in order to decide static
state knowledge, e.g. action preconditions. Researchers in DL have investigated
a great number of DLs of varying strength; from these we can choose a logic that
we deem appropriate for the task under consideration.
3.2

Updated ABoxes and State Update Axioms

In a recent paper, a method for updating Description Logic ABoxes has been
proposed. Next we will brieﬂy recall essential deﬁnitions and results; for in-depth
coverage, the interested reader is referred to [5]. Subsequently, we will provide
a Fluent Calculus semantics for ABox-Update, and thus relate the latter to a
standard AI formalism.
ABox-Update. After introducing the syntactic objects describing an ABoxUpdate, we restate the semantic considerations underlying the whole approach.
Definition 12 (conditional ABox update). A conditional update U is a ﬁnite, non-empty set of expressions ϕ/ψ, where the condition ϕ is an ABox assertion and the postcondition ψ is a concept/role literal. Consistency of the condition part ϕi for a number of expressions ϕi /ψi implies the consistency of their
postconditions ψi . The condition part may be omitted by writing /ψ, where 
abbreviates a tautology.
The semantics of ABox-Update is deﬁned using the possible models approach of
Winslett [11]; that is, for every interpretation I we deﬁne an updated interpretation I  . E.g., if U = {ϕ1 /C(I1 ), ϕ2 /¬C(I2 )} and I entails both ϕ1 and ϕ2 , then
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I  should interpret C as I, but include the individual I1 into the interpretation
of C and exclude the individual I2 from it. These should be the only changes to
occur. The following deﬁnition captures this minimal change policy.
Definition 13 (conditional interpretation update). Let U be a conditional

update and I, I  interpretations such that DI = DI and I and I  agree on the
interpretation of individual names. Then I  is the result of updating I with U,
written I =⇒U I  , if the following holds for all concept names C ∈ NC and role
names R ∈ NR :


C I =(C I ∪ { I I | ϕ/C(I) ∈ U ∧ I  ϕ})
\ { I I | ϕ/¬C(I) ∈ U ∧ I  ϕ}and


RI =(RI ∪ { (I1I , I2I ) | ϕ/R(I1 , I2 ) ∈ U ∧ I  ϕ})
\ { (I1I , I2I ) | ϕ/¬R(I1 , I2 ) ∈ U ∧ I  ϕ}.
Let M(A) denote the set of all models of an ABox A.
Definition 14 (updated ABox). For an ABox A and a conditional update
U the updated ABox A is deﬁned model-theoretically such that:
M(A ) = { I  | I ∈ M(A) ∧ I =⇒U I  }.
For applying a conditional update U to an ABox A resulting in ABox A we
also write A = A ∗ U. In spite of some negative results in [5] it has been
established for a whole range of DLs that these admit ABox-Update; i.e. for
arbitrary A and U the updated ABox A = A ∗ U always exists. For the DLs
ranging from ALCO @ to ALCQIO @ – which are closely related to the familiar
SHOIN (D)underlying the Ontology Web Language (OWL) – algorithms for
computing updated ABoxes have been presented. For an updated ABox A =
A ∗ U there are polynomials p1 , p2 and q such that
– |A | ≤ 2p1 (|A|) · 2p2 (|U |) and
– A is computed in time q(|A |).
For repeated updates the ﬁnal ABox can be exponential only in the size of
the original ABox and the total size of all updates.
The authors of [5] also propose two mechanisms for obtaining smaller updated
ABoxes; in both cases the result of updating is exponential only in the size of the
update. One is based on introducing abbreviations for some complex concepts.
The other eliminates the asymmetry between concepts and roles typically found
in DLs: it introduces powerful operators on roles. Update algorithms for such
DLs are also given; the strongest DL under consideration is as expressive as the
two variable fragment of ﬁrst order logic with counting quantiﬁers [12].
Fluent Calculus Semantics for ABox-Update. We will now establish a
Fluent Calculus semantics for any DL that is both embeddable into ﬁrst order
logic and closed under the above deﬁnition of update. To do so, for a given DL,
ABoxes A, A and update U with A = A ∗ U, we will deﬁne a corresponding
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domain axiomatization Σ in a suitable Fluent Calculus instance. We will then
prove that for every model of Σ there are models I and I  of A and A satisfying
I =⇒U I  and vice versa.
First, we associate with U the name Update. The Fluent Calculus instance is
deﬁned such that
– it contains exactly one action, namely Update, and
– there is a bijection between
• the objects and the individual names NI , and
• the function symbols of sort fluent and the union of the concept and
role names, NC ∪ NR .
Next, since we consider only ﬁrst order embeddable DLs, we can clearly deﬁne
a mapping τz from ABoxes to state formulas Δ(z), analogously to the mapping
from Deﬁnition 11; similarly, τs maps ABoxes to situation formulas. In the domain axiomatization Σ to be constructed, let
Σinit = {(∃z)State(S0 ) = z ∧ τz (A)}.
We now turn to the construction of a state update axiom corresponding to
the update U = {ϕ1 /ψ1 , . . . , ϕn /ψn }. Deﬁne the set E1 = {ϕi /ψi | ϕi /ψi ∈
U} ∪ {¬ϕi /nil | ϕi /ψi ∈ U} and let E2 be the set of all subsets of E1 that are
maximally consistent with regard to the condition part ϕi . Note that E2 will
be exponential in the size of U. For every member E3 of E2 we form an update
formula
def

γ(s) = Δ(s) ∧ (∃z)State(Do(Update), s) = State(s) − ϑ− + ϑ+
where
– Δ(s) denotes the conjunction of all the situation formulas in the set {τs (ϕ) |
ϕ/ψ ∈ E3 ∨ ϕ/nil ∈ E3 }, and
– ϑ+ (respectively, ϑ− ) denotes the ﬁnite state consisting of the ground ﬂuents
corresponding to the assertions ψ such that ϕ/ψ ∈ E3 (respectively, ϕ/¬ψ ∈
E3 ). 5
Then Σ contains the single state update axiom
Σsua = {Poss(Update, s) ⊃ Γ (s)},
where Γ (s) denotes the disjunction of all the γ(s) resulting from the above
construction. Observe that all the γ(s) are mutually exclusive.
Example 2. Consider the update
U = {/¬Ordered(John, NiceBook), Paid(NiceBook)/Refund(John, NiceBook)}.
5

If there is no such assertion we obtain the empty state ∅.
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The above construction yields – after a little simpliﬁcation –
Poss(Update, s) ⊃
(Holds(Paid(NiceBook), s) ∧ State(Do(Update, s)) =
State(s) − Ordered(John, NiceBook) + Refund(John, NiceBook))
∨
(¬Holds(Paid(NiceBook), s) ∧ State(Do(Update, s)) =
State(s) − Ordered(John, NiceBook)).
Finally, we deﬁne the set of precondition axioms to be
Σposs = {Poss(Update, s) ≡ },
completing the deﬁnition of Σ.
Before stating the main theorem, we recall a fundamental result about Fluent
Calculus [6] that will be essential to our discussion.
Theorem 2 (fluent calculus foundational theorem). Let ϑ+ and ϑ− be two
ﬁnite states. Then foundational axioms Σstate together with z  = z − ϑ− + ϑ+
entail
Holds(f, z  ) ≡ Holds(f, ϑ+ )
∨
Holds(f, z) ∧ ¬Holds(f, ϑ− ).
Theorem 3 (fluent calculus semantics for ABox-Update). For an ABox
A, an update U and the corresponding domain axiomatization Σ it holds that
A has a model I with I =⇒U I  if and only if Σ has a model. Moreover, in
a model of Σ, State(S0 ) and State(Do(Update, S0 )) relate in the same way as
I and I  .
Proof. (⇒)
We will only give a sketch of the proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we can
restrict our attention to Henkin-style term interpretations: When constructing
τz (A) we simultaneously construct the ﬁrst order representation of A, using the
same variable names. A term model of this is readily turned into a model of A.
We then interpret the objects by their equivalence classes, and ﬂuents by ﬂuent
terms built from these equivalence classes as in the proof of Theorem 1. We
extend this treatment to situations and actions: here we restrict the respective
universes to the set of ground situations and actions built using only terms of sort
object occurring in an equivalence class. Interpreting ◦ and ∅ as set union and
empty set as before, we ﬁx the interpretation of State(S0 ) as the set of ﬂuents
corresponding to atoms that are true in I. We observe that, once we have ﬁxed
the interpretation of State(S0 ), the model of Σ is uniquely determined, due to
Theorem 2 and the fact that the conditions Δ(s) in the state update axiom are
mutually exclusive. Theorem 2 is also the key to proving that State(S0 ) and
State(Do(Update, S0 )) are related in the same way as I and I  .
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(⇐)
Let M2 = (Dobject , Dfluent, Dstate , Dsituation , Daction , ·M2 )  Σ.
Set I3 = (Dobject, ·I3 ), I4 = (Dobject, ·I4 ) where
– PiI3 = {(tM2 ) | M2  Holds(Fi (t), State(S0 ))},
– PiI4 = {(tM2 ) | M2  Holds(Fi (t), State(Do(Update, S0 )))} and
– ·I3 , ·I4 and ·M2 agree on sort object.
Then I3  A and I3 =⇒U I4 .




Figure 2 depicts the relationship just established.

MΣ
State(S0 )M

State(Do(Update, S0 ))M
=⇒U

=⇒U
I

I

A




A =A∗ U

Fig. 2. Fluent Calculus semantics for ABox-Update

This result has two important consequences: On the one hand, by establishing a Fluent Calculus semantics for ABox-Update, it relates the latter to an
established, general action formalism. On the other hand, it provides the formal underpinnings of using the update algorithms of [5] for computing updated
states in a Fluent Calculus that uses ABoxes as state descriptions. Using an
accordingly restricted Fluent Calculus instead of plain ABox-Update the notion
of update resides within the language instead of being meta-logical.
3.3

TBoxes and Domain Constraints

The reader already familiar with Description Logics may wonder why we have
not yet mentioned TBoxes. By allowing the deﬁnition of concepts in terms of
other concepts, these contribute considerably to the expressive power of DLs.
Definition 15 (TBox/knowledge base). C ≡ D is a concept deﬁnition,
where C is a deﬁned concept name and D is a complex concept. A TBox T is a
ﬁnite set of concept deﬁnitions. An interpretation I satisﬁes a concept deﬁnition
C ≡ D if C I = DI . I satisﬁes a TBox T , if it satisﬁes all concept deﬁnitions
in T . A Knowledge Base is a pair KB = (T , A), with TBox T and ABox A.
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A TBox T is a terminology if every deﬁned concept is deﬁned only once. A
deﬁned concept name C directly uses a concept name D if D occurs on the right
hand side of the concept deﬁnition. A terminology is acyclic if no concept name
is connected with itself via the transitive closure of directly uses. Reasoning in a
knowledge base KB = (T , A), where T is an acyclic terminology, can always be
reduced to reasoning wrt. the empty TBox by unfolding the deﬁnitions [4].
For example, in our online-store scenario we can introduce the concept of a
good customer with the help of the TBox
{GoodCustomer ≡ PurchasedManyItems  PaidOnTime}.
In action formalisms the concept of a domain constraint allows to state general
knowledge and laws that have to be satisﬁed by every world state.
Definition 16 (domain constraint). In Fluent Calculus a domain constraint
is a formula of the form (∀s)Δ(s), where Δ(s) is a situation formula.
TBoxes are captured neatly by appropriate domain constraints. E.g. we map the
above TBox to
(∀s.∀x)Holds(GoodCustomer(x), s) ≡
Holds(PurchasedManyItems(x), s) ∧ Holds(PaidOnTime(x), s).
It is trivial, but potentially useful, to admit acyclic TBoxes. We can faithfully
apply the update algorithms from [5] to an ABox serving as world state description after unfolding the TBox, resulting in a potentially exponential blowup.
However, in the ABoxes that serve as action preconditions in a domain axiomatization, we can admit deﬁned concepts without unfolding them into the
ABox. This is possible since the semantics of the undeﬁned concepts uniquely
determines the semantics of the deﬁned ones. The above result on the semantic
correspondence between ABox-Update and Fluent Calculus state update axioms
can be extended to take acyclic TBoxes into account.
If we admit general TBoxes, semantic problems arise. The semantics of the
undeﬁned concepts no longer uniquely determines the semantics of the TBox. As
a consequence the one-to-one relation between original and updated interpretation – that is at the heart of ABox-Update – can not be maintained. This issue is
well known to researchers in action formalisms as the Ramiﬁcation Problem [13].
Considerable eﬀort went into singling out intended interpretations, usually by
appealing to some notion of causality [14,15,16]. This work should prove helpful
when extending the deﬁnition of interpretation update.

4
4.1

Summary
Related Work

Recently, a number of works have addressed the issue of ﬁnding a decidable
yet expressive logical framework for reasoning about actions and change. In the
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following we will relate our work to other DL-based approaches. Such approaches
have continued to attract considerable interest, not least since Description Logics
form the foundation of the Semantic Web, and a dynamic view of the web is
intuitively very appealing.
In [17] de Giacomo et al. show that DL-Lite is closed under update in the
above sense; they also present a polynomial algorithm for computing updated
ABoxes. The Description Logic DL-Lite is of reduced expressivity, but admits
tractable reasoning and updated ABoxes of polynomial size. They also address
updates in the presence of general TBoxes. If the models of the update and the
general TBox have an empty intersection their algorithm guarantees correctness;
otherwise it returns with an error. Our framework can also be instantiated with
DL-Lite ABoxes; returning an error is not an option for an autonomous agent.
Liu et al. [18] provide an in-depth discussion of the semantic problems that
arise when updating ABoxes in the presence of general TBoxes. They also observe that these problems are closely related to the ramiﬁcation problem. As a
solution they propose to provide the domain axiomatizer with a syntactic means
to indicate which assertions may ﬂuctuate freely during the update.
Baader et al. [19] is another work on DL-based reasoning about action and
change. They employ reasoning similar to regression and among many other results, they outline how their work can be regarded as an instance of the Situation
Calculus. Gu and Soutchanski [20] directly deﬁne a modiﬁed Situation Calculus, based on a DL with role operators that is equally expressive as C 2 . They
adapt regression from the general Situation Calculus to their setting extended
with acyclic TBoxes. They address the problem of using progression, i.e. update, instead of regression in [21]. To this end, since ﬂuents are not reiﬁed in
the Situation Calculus, they have to appeal to second order logic. An in-depth
comparison of their work will be subject of future work. The fact that Situation
Calculus and Fluent Calculus semantically agree has been shown in [22].
Employing existing DL reasoners we have to start reasoning from scratch after
each update. In [23] the problem of incremental maintenance of a solver state is
addressed under a very simple semantics for ABox-Update. It would be nice to
extend these ideas to updates under the possible models approach.
4.2

Conclusion

We have shown how to integrate Description Logics into a general action formalism. We have thus restricted the latter to a decidable, yet expressive fragment
of classical ﬁrst order logic. To do so, we have proved that ABoxes can serve as
a faithful substitute for state formulas in Fluent Calculus. Moreover, by proving
that Fluent Calculus state update axioms correctly capture ABox-Update, we
have related the latter to established research in reasoning about action and
change. Our work lays the theoretical foundations for an integration of DL reasoning and update algorithms into a practical agent programming language.
There are a number of interesting open issues for future work:
– Applying existing solutions to the ramiﬁcation problem to handle ABoxUpdate in the presence of general TBoxes.
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– Integrating inference algorithms for Description Logic problems into a general action programming language, like e.g. FLUX [2].
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